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1 Executive Summary
Thank you for taking a very important step towards your organization’s 
transformation and the endless potential the ServiceNow® platform 
provides. Every organization is at a different point in its ServiceNow 
journey and each has a different level of maturity. The ServiceNow 
platform governance model accommodates all levels – from those  
just starting out with the platform to organizations that have 
implemented a multitude of applications over the past few years and 
are now tackling the concept of converged governance.
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The intent of this eBook is to provide you with the tools to create a governance foundation that is scalable 
and easy to manage. During the course of this eBook you will learn:

• Required baseline processes for success

• Technical best practices and tips

• Links to related documents and articles

After you have set up technical governance, you may look to encourage other shared services organizations 
to use the platform for new capabilities. For this to be successful, you should pursue components within 
Strategy and Portfolio Governance to develop your vision, roadmap, and execution strategies, as well as 
the mechanisms to capture ideas, demand, and align these to your portfolios. Once your portfolios are 
managed and governed, many organizations will be ready for Convergence Governance to tackle new 
concepts like Service Integration and Management (SIAM) and an integrated enterprise portfolio.  

For organizations struggling with strategy governance or that are interested in exploring portfolio or 
convergence governance, please contact your ServiceNow® sales representative.  
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Overview of ServiceNow Governance

Applying the Governance Model



2 Base Platform Management 
and Governance
In order to ensure success with implementing, managing, and governing your 
platform, it is important to establish base platform management capabilities 
and a platform support team.  These functions provide operational readiness 
and supportability to stakeholders and consumers of the platform throughout 
its lifecycle. Effective supportability begins with an instance strategy and day-
to-day operations plan that will mature with your organization’s requirements 
and needs.
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Before the ServiceNow® platform is activated in your environment, it is important to establish a platform 
governance capability to manage customer requests for services and demand, as well as to support 
mitigation of issues. The following guidance covers the key activities associated with technical governance 
and can be used as a starting point to further develop this capability.

• Demand Management: Track and manage requests for new application features and functionality. This
includes assessing the requests from a business and technical perspective and prioritizing based on
business value and resource constraints.

• Service Request Management:  Initial support for “How To” questions and
simple configuration changes.

• Solution Development Lifecycle (SDLC):

– Requirements:  Capture and manage business requirements and translate them into the technical
requirements necessary to configure the ServiceNow platform.

– Testing:  Build and execute test plans to support changes in the environment.

– Development:  System administration and configuration based on requirements
and architectural guidelines.

– Defect Management:  Capture, track, and resolve system defects.

– Release Management:  Bundle changes into release packages to support desired
technical and business outcomes.

• Change Management:  Track and manage platform changes to minimize risk
and disruption to the organization.

• Incident and Case Management:  Track and manage service restorationl for
system-related performance issues.
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The technical governance workflow provides additional step-by-step context for these capabilities. 
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ID DescriptionTask

PGF 1.1

PGF 1.5

PGF 1.3

PGF 1.7

Capture and Triage

Technical Review

Review and Update 
Configuration

SDLC and Release 
Management

The Level 1 support team captures the request or issue in a ticketing system. This can be a 
generic Service Request or a specific self-service request in a catalog. If the request is deemed 
to be something that is broken, an Incident is opened.  

Capture
If this is a service request, pertinent information is recorded, including contact information, 
business purpose, business sensitivity, and any other specifics to help understand the 
nature of the request.

If this is an Incident, pertinent information is recorded, including contact information, and any 
other specifics to help understand the nature of the issue.

Triage
If this is a service request, the level 1 team assesses the request and attempts to fulfill. If the 
request is related to a simple configuration, the ticket is assigned to the 2nd level team to 
perform the appropriate configuration update. If the request needs further analysis, it is assigned 
to the Business Analyst.   

If this is an Incident, the level 1 team attempts to resolve. If they cannot, they assign the 
ticket to the 2nd level support team for further troubleshooting and resolution. 

The technical/architecture team meets on a regular schedule to review the requests to ensure 
technical and architectural integrity. This typically includes Instance Strategy, Development Best 
Practices, Policy & Standards, and Path to Upgradability

The architectural review may include alternative options or workarounds.

If the technical team approves the request, a technical recommendation is drafted and the 
request is scheduled for a Business Review.

The system administration team reviews the request and updates the ServiceNow configuration 
per company guidelines.  These types of changes are categorized as low impact and follow 
agreed-to company guidelines for low impact changes. 

Once approved, the request moves into the SDLC lifecycle where formal requirements are 
captured, developed, and tested.  

The change is also assessed to determine best fit for when to schedule it for production release.

PGF 1.2

PGF 1.4

PGF 1.6

Incident 
Management

BA Assessment

Business Review

The level 2 team further troubleshoots and either resolves the issue or determines that the issue is  
a Defect. If a defect, the level 2 team assigns the ticket to the Business Analyst for further review.   

The Business Analyst (BA) assesses the request to determine if it is something that can be 
solved without updating the ServiceNow configuration (e.g.; procedural change, coaching,  
and training).  

If the request requires further analysis and discussion, it is added to the Technical 
Assessment agenda.

Additional resources are gathered to discuss requests to determine next steps. These resources 
typically include Business Stakeholders, Process Owners/Managers and the ServiceNow 
Platform Owner.  

The assessment includes determining feasibility and impact of the proposed changes, including 
process integrity (interoperability), resource constraints, costs, ROI, risks, etc.  The business 
assessment may include recommendations for alternative options or workarounds.

If the business assessment team approves the request, an action plan is developed and the 
request is forwarded to the development team to initiate formal requirements gathering.

SA 1.8 Change 
Management 

Once scheduled for release, a change management ticket is initiated to capture the nature 
of the change, including risk, impact, back-out plan, etc.  

Technical Governance Foundation
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Platform Support Model 

While a Platform Support Model is really part of strategy governance, you will need a model in  
place for technical governance as well. ServiceNow recommends that you consider instantiating  
a ServiceNow® Platform Support Team. This team serves a critical role in establishing, maintaining, 
and extending ServiceNow as a strategic business platform. The responsibilities of the team ensure 
stability, performance, and a user experience that leads to high levels of satisfaction.  
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Please reference our Platform Support Model white paper for support team roles and responsibilities and 
additional details.

Performance Monitoring and Management

Error Identification and Remediation

Data Archiving and Rotation

Modification of System Properties

Core Integration Updates and Maintenance

ITSM for ServiceNow Services

Search Management

Index Identification and Creation

Create and Migrate Update Sets

Instance Cloning

Upgrade Planning and Execution

Configuration Reviews

Security/ACL Creation and Updates

User/Group Administration

Enabling Application Plugins

Instance Patch Management

Notifications

List/Form/Navigation Pane Updates

View Definition

Template Creation and Updates

Reporting, Metrics, and Dashboards

Creation of New Platform Integrations

Catalog Items and Record Producers

Scripting and Automation

Configuration of Service-Level Agreements

Solution Design

Custom Application Development

Portal Design and Development

Data Migration

Discovery or Orchestration Configuration

Creating Tables or Fields

Configuring Application Plugins

Creating/Modifying Scheduled Jobs

Notifications

Platform Support Team Responsibilities

The Platform Support Team fulfills a number of critical responsibilities within the organization in support 
of the ServiceNow program. In times of growth, enterprises may run parallel development paths. The 
following table identifies and differentiates core platform support activities and extended platform 
development activities the team(s) may perform. 

Platform Development ActivitiesCore Platform Support Activities

https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0553714


3 Technical Governance 
Best Practices
In order to ensure success with implementing, managing, and governing 
your platform, organizations should start their ServiceNow® journey with 
some key technical governance best practices. Laying the groundwork 
early will prepare your company to be scalable and sustainable while 

maturing within the platform. 
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Policies and Standards
Administrators and developers on the ServiceNow® platform understand there are a variety of ways to 
accomplish the same task. However, there are also recommended good practices to ensure that any and 
all platform configurations are done in a manner that will not impact performance, scalability and 
upgradability. 

• Technical Best Practices: These items cover the development lifecycle to plan,
deliver and maintain the ServiceNow® platform.

• Web Services Integration Best Practices: Whether you want to leverage SOAP or REST web services,
these recommendations ensure that your integration is seamless.

• Security Best Practices: A critical component of administering ServiceNow is to maintain the integrity
of the platform by deploying access controls that secure various aspects (e.g. form views, creating or
updating records, limiting who can view data).

Data Quality & Integrity
The phrase, “Data out is only as good as data in”  refers to the fact that quality reporting and decision-making  
depends on getting accurate input. In this regard, the ServiceNow platform is not much different from 
other enterprise software options. If you have a current mechanism or team that supports data 
governance, then it makes sense to get them involved.  If you don't, stick to the basics that all ServiceNow 
initiatives follow when first implementing the platform or new applications.  

CMDB Strategy and Planning

Every IT organization has information about its IT infrastructure.  Over time this information gets 
accumulated and is frequently stored in various decentralized repositories. The problem with this 
arrangement is that accurate information isn't always readily accessible to those who need it. The solution 
is a centrally managed and controlled Configuration Management Database (CMDB) that becomes the 
"system of record" for all information about the IT infrastructure. When properly implemented and 
maintained, the CMDB becomes a critical analysis and decision-making support tool.

CMDB Design

Designing a CMDB – from requirement definitions to data-model development assumes the 
Configuration Management leadership team has first articulated the goals, benefits, expected uses and 
policies that will govern its scope. Scoping decisions are usually dictated by policies that address an 
organization’s business drivers, contractual obligations, service commitments, governing  laws, 
regulations, and standards.
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https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0545584
https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0545951
https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0545360
https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0552867
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Field Best Practices  

• Importing Data

Review all data prior to an import to determine how much of it is really

necessary. If it's not, consider leaving it out.

– Foundation Data (User, Company, Location, Department), CMDB Data

Validate the data after import. After data has been imported into ServiceNow® make 
sure it looks as expected. Perform spot checks on random records.

• Free Form Fields

Keep these to an absolute minimum.  In general, only use free form with description
or logging fields that are used to further describe something that has already been selected.

Data Dictionary

• A well-communicated data dictionary is critical to ensure consistent data entry, since the biggest
variable involves the people doing the input. Upon initial implementation, build a data dictionary that
describes the information to be provided in each field. Information in the data dictionary should be
easily available and the people responsible for data entry should be trained on the intent of each field.

Review and Audit of Data

As part of data stewardship, the process owner should have a mechanism to perform regular reviews 
and audits of the data and hold the process manager and other delivery personnel responsible for the 
accuracy of the data provided. 

ServiceNow Instance Best Practices 
Although ServiceNow is a cloud based enterprise solution, you still need a strategy to manage and 
maintain the platform and your instances. This topic is often easily overlooked because the ServiceNow 
platform is quite flexible and performs well under heavy demand. With good practices around development, 
data quality, and overall maintenance, you can ensure that your instances run optimally, are efficient, and 
scale well at all times. When planning a strategy for managing and maintaining your ServiceNow instances, 
the following should be considered:
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Number of Instances Needed:

Most organizations typically have 3 ServiceNow® instances and it is our minimum recommendation, 
as well. This typically enables an organization to create a lifecycle of activities from development to 
production while ensuring that a testing, validation, and training process is also followed.

• Production – Used for daily “business as usual” activities

• Sub-Production: QA or Test – Used for a Quality Assurance, Testing, or Training environment

• Sub-Production: Development – Used for Development activities

There are considerations to make with regard to the number of instances your organization may require:

• Deployment Strategy

– Example: Will there be a need to have a separate QA, Training, or Sandbox environment? Depending
on what is involved in the deployment, having an additional instance to separate QA or Training
activities can be useful

• Development Work Streams

– Example: A development team may need to work on a separate instance in parallel with an ongoing
project so as to avoid potential collisions

• Data Separation

– Example: Some organizations have privileged information that cannot be seen by other departments
or groups within the same company or the ServiceNow system administrators requiring a separate
ServiceNow instance to maintain this data

Synchronization of Data:

Keeping your ServiceNow instances synchronized is critical to the overall management of your environment. 
It means that a function or process that is used in a daily “business as usual” function in your production 
instance should also work in a sub-production instance within your environment. There are some exceptions 
to this.  For example, if you are in the middle of a release and your development and test environments have 
enhancements or bug fixes for said process, then there should be a variance until those items are deployed 
to your production environment.

How do you keep your instances in sync?

• System Clones: A system clone is a snapshot of a source instance that is used to write over a target
instance. Typically this process is managed by the ServiceNow system administrator(s).  After a release
to your production environment, you should clone from production to your sub-production environments.
This will keep all of the sub-production instances in sync. The idea here is to keep all system changes
and data in sync across all your instances.

http://docs.servicenow.com/administer/managing_data/concept/c_SystemClone.html
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Implementing a Maintenance Plan:

Instance maintenance is an item that is sometimes overlooked, but should be a priority for the ServiceNow® 
system administrator as it is necessary to ensure system performance is not impacted. Here are some items 
that can be checked as part of the maintenance tasks:

• Review the system logs and queues. This is a good way to see if any underlying issues
are within the instances.

• Review the release notes. There are patches available for each release that has fixes to known issues and
may contain enhancements. There is also documentation of available upgrades.

• System performance can be affected by several different issues including network, browser, or
application server performance. Having a good set of troubleshooting steps is extremely useful.

• Scheduled maintenance. Periodically, there are maintenance activities that ServiceNow needs to perform on
the database and application server infrastructure. The company record in HI (ServiceNow Customer Service
System) has a list of contacts to notify when any of these maintenance activities will occur.

Instance Separation: 

There are many reasons why you may choose to separate instances, including adhering to regulatory 
policies, such as governing controls, data isolation, and security management. Aside from security, 
instance separation also offers greater agility for more dynamic changes in content and catalog offerings.

However, there are several challenges you may face when choosing to separate instances. For example, 
some shared data like CMDB, Knowledge, or routing may require integration, duplication, or separate 
systems for access. Gathering information for reporting, analytics, and Request/Case/Incident exchanges 
may be more complicated, due to the existence of multiple systems and records. This may also lead to 
duplicate integration efforts. 

Application Extensions and Application Templates:  

Organizations may have the need for more than one business unit or department to leverage the same 
ServiceNow application. This often leads to over configuration and customization of the out-of-the-box 
application to support everyone’s requirements.

ServiceNow supports “extending” out-of-the-box applications, as well as “Application Templates”. Both 
methods allow for each business unit or department to operate in their own working application space. 
Security controls and configuration may be tailored to each group as appropriate, and inherit from the 
parent configuration when appropriate.  

http://
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Development Best Practices
When developing on the ServiceNow® platform there are best practices that should be followed to ensure 
that scalability, performance, and efficiency of the platform are not impacted negatively.

• Coding – The predominant language used to develop on the ServiceNow platform is JavaScript,
however there are applications and UI that leverage HTML, CSS, XML and Java.  ServiceNow has
developed its own API that streamlines the development process.  Many functions, methods and
utilities are available to make coding much easier.

• Update Sets – This is the vehicle used in ServiceNow to capture system changes in a package. The
package can then be migrated from one instance to the next, for example, Development to Test
environment. It is important to note that data is not captured in an update set, only system changes.

• Configuration vs. Customization – A configuration leverages the ServiceNow API and a customization is
something that makes changes to ServiceNow code that is part of a baseline installation of the platform
or a plugin. Configurations to the ServiceNow platform are the recommended way to develop, however
you may have a requirement where a customization is the best option. There are many things to
consider if a customization needs to be made.

• System Clones – A system clone is a snapshot of a source instance that is used to write over a target
instance. This process is typically managed by the ServiceNow system administrator(s). A good practice is
to clone over your sub-production instances from your production instance after a release. This process
will keep all your instance data and system changes in alignment.

• Development Path – The migration of system changes between environments is a process that every
ServiceNow system administrator should be familiar and comfortable with. Oversight and management
of Update Sets is critical with regard to the ideal number of items captured in update sets, naming
convention of update sets, and migrating the update sets from a development to a production
environment and the environments in between.

– Example: A customer has 3 environments (instances)

• Development

• Test/QA

• Production

– All development work is done in the Development environment.

– Once completed, the update sets are then migrated to the Test/QA environment.

– When Testing and QA are completed, the update sets from the Test/QA environment
are then migrated to the Production environment.

– Development Tool Selection – The ServiceNow platform has a number of development tools that can
be used for different development tasks. These tools were created to allow the system administrator
to delegate specific tasks to other users or departments and to facilitate application development.

• Catalog Item Designer – Used by any Service Management fulfiller to create Service Catalog items
without having full system administrator access. This is ideal for simple Service Catalog items.

• Service Creator – Used by any department or group that want to manage their services
electronically. This is ideal for simple departmental work management.

• Service Management Application Designer – Allows you to create custom applications that use a similar
Service Management workflow leveraging 3 separate options: basic, intermediate and advanced.

https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0543429
https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0545664
https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0553407
http://docs.servicenow.com/administer/managing_data/concept/c_SystemClone.html
https://hi.service-now.com/kb_view.do?sysparm_article=KB0552854
https://docs.servicenow.com/product/service_catalog_management/reference/r_AdminCatalItemDesign.html
http://docs.servicenow.com/build/service_creator/concept/c_ServiceCreator.html
http://docs.servicenow.com/product/it_services/concept/c_ServMgmntAppDesigner.html
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Upgrade Best Practices: 

System upgrades can be significant projects. Each ServiceNow® release includes major additions and 
you should always consider the impact of new functionality on an instance. The process of upgrading 
implements enhancements to all features that are part of the base system or are already active, unless 
the feature is customized in your instance.

Careful preparation and knowledge of the available software, tools, and resources can contribute to a 
successful upgrade.  In addition to the materials provided by ServiceNow, it is important to understand 
how your ServiceNow instance is currently operating, if any errors are present, and the performance 
level of key business functionality. Set the expectation with IT and business users that time needs to be 
dedicated to preparing for, implementing, and testing ServiceNow upgrades.

Team Development Best Practices:

Team development is both source code control and source code migration built into the ServiceNow 
platform. It is designed to support a wide variety of customer instance configurations and use cases.

Team development best practices allow you to optimally configure your team development environment, 
fully utilize capabilities during your app lifecycle implementation, and best support your desired process 
for implementing and migrating customizations from development through production.

App Creation
The ServiceNow platform provides the ability to create feature-rich applications for many different areas 
of interest within the Enterprise.  There are multiple levels of application creation — development can be 
performed by advanced system administrators, as well as users who have little to no experience writing 
code.  Here are some points to consider for application creation:

• Define the business requirements

– What issue are you trying to solve?

– Who will use the application?

– How will the success of this application be determined?

• Define the data model

– What data will be captured?

– Will other data within the platform be leveraged?

– What changes can we anticipate?

– Does this model scale to meet our needs?

– Build, Test and Publish the application

• Do we have the available resources?

• Will this be a phased rollout or big bang?

• What is our marketing plan?
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Once a plan has been established, choose your preferred method of application creation:

• “Start from scratch”

– A blank slate that lets you build from the ground up

• “Create a custom application”

– Create a powerful business app in just two clicks to gain a heads start with a table, menu, and
simple access controls, then build from there.

• “Start from a template”

– Create an advanced task-oriented solution instantly from a template

• “Start from an existing service”

– You can adapt an existing service into an application

• “Start from global”

– Create an application in the global scope of the platform
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